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1. About ValidNESs
ValidNESs is an integration of up-to-date data and the state-of-the-art predictor
of NES. It was developed in easy-to-use and searchable mode, allowing users to
retrieve particular data of interest. In addition, ValidNESs provides an online
prediction tool implemented by NESsential, the state-of-the-art predictor of the
classical NES at both protein and site level.
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2. Data access
2.1 Retrieve data from table of NES sites
ValidNESs provides two search functions for retrieving particular NESs of interest.
The “search-by-category” function is an intuitive drop-down list allowing users to
select and display by pre-classified category, classical or non-classical NESs. The
“search-by-pattern” function, on the other hand, is a function with regular
expression support allowing users to retrieve all NES sites containing specific
pattern.
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2.1.1 Pre-classified categories of NESs
Some previous work has defined a consensus sequence for NESs as [LIVFM]-x(2,3)-[LIVFM]-x(2,3)-[LIVFM]-x-[LIVFM] where x is any amino acid. However, we
found that 43% of NESs in ValidNESs deviate from this consensus sequence. We
therefore defined a short consensus pattern [LIVFM]-x(2,3)-[LIVFM]-x-[LIVFM],
hereafter denoted as the “NES motif”, containing the region bounded by the
second and fourth hydrophobic positions of the former consensus, a region which
has been shown to affect NES activity strongly. In ValidNESs, we use this
generalized consensus pattern to divide experimentally determined NES sites into
two categories: classical if the experimental validated region contains or overlaps
with a consensus match, otherwise non-classical. This definition of classical NES
is justified by the dramatically improved sensitivity (from 57% to 86%).

2.1.1 Supported regular expression metacharacters
Metacharacter

Meaning

[ and ]

Match anything inside the square brackets for ONE character position
once and only once, for example, [LI] means match the target to “L” and
if that does not match then match the target to “I”; [A-Z] means match
to any character in the range A to Z.

{n}

Matches the preceding character n times exactly

{ n, m }

Matches the preceding character at least n times but not more than m
times.

e.g. Search by the pattern [LIVFM][A-Z]{2}[LIVFM][A-Z][LIVFM] and retrieve
38-LALKLAGLDI-47
137-GIDLSGLTLQ-146
835-ESLEEELDVLVLDDEGG-851
e.g. Search by the pattern [LIVFM][A-Z]{3}[LIVFM][A-Z][LIVFM] and retrieve
339-EMFRELNEALELKD-352
188-SISLSFDESLALCVI-202
835-ESLEEELDVLVLDDEGG-851
[Note] the underlined region denotes the matching region
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2.2 Retrieve data from table of NES-containing proteins
ValidNESs provides “search-by-keyword” functions for retrieving particular NEScontaining proteins of interest. Again, the “search-by-category” function is an
intuitive drop-down list allowing users to select and display by UniProtKB
keywords.
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3. NES prediction
ValidNESs provides online prediction of NES based on NESsential, the state-of-theart predictor of NES. After successful submission and processing, users can find the
prediction results, at both protein and the site level, and an easy explanation about
how to interpret them.
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4. Questions, Comments, Problems
E-mail: szuchin.fu@gmail.com
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